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Zeiss LSM 510 META Repair History


	 17/06/15 - DPSS 561 nm laser is not working








2014


	 27/05/14 - A new Argon laser has been installed


	 16/05/14 - The Argon laser is not working








2013


	 29/07/13 - A new Controller for the 405 nm laser has been installed


	 29/07/13 - A new emission filter wheel holder for channel 2 has been installed








2012


	 05/07/12 - A new fiber manipulator for the 405 nm laser has been installed








2011


	 22/12/11 - A new 405 nm laser has been installed


	 17/11/11 - New 405 and 594 nm lasers have been installed on Zeiss LSM 510 META!


	 31/05/11 - Incubator heater on Zeiss LSM 510 META is working again!








2010


	 23/12/10 - The 405 nm laser has been re-aligned


	 09/11/10 - Incubator heater on Zeiss LSM 510 META is not working


	 20/08/10 - The safety sensor on transmitted light arm has been replaced


	 05/04/10 - A new 405 nm laser was installed on the Zeiss LSM 510 META


	 15/01/10 - Diode 405 nm laser on the Zeiss LSM 510 META is working again!


	 12/01/10 - Diode 405 nm laser on the Zeiss LSM 510 META is not working








2009


	 30/11/09 - The Scanner X has been replaced (under warranty)


	 19/03/09 - The Scanner X has been replaced


	 11/02/09 - A new Argon laser has been installed
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